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List of the members currently serving on your ministry or leadership team:  

❖ Jane Acevedo, Emily Paull, Dan Rothermel, Greta Stewart 
 
As you look at the goals you had planned for 2020, what were you able to accomplish? 
Please be as specific as possible.  

❖ As the pandemic continued, we planned as a team to meet on a Zoom call every 
eight (8) weeks on a Sunday evening as was most suitable for all of our members. 
We were able to meet seven (7) times, as one meeting was cancelled due to the 
Pastor not needing a check in at that time.  

❖ Our goals have always been to check on the Pastor’s emotional needs, especially 
at a time like this when he picked up extra duty over the spring with the shelter, 
the risks of COVID, the illness of his closest friend, and any issues with 
congregants and personal matters as we knew about them.  

 
How has your ministry’s or leadership team’s work and goals shifted throughout 2020 
because of COVID?  

❖ We are meeting more frequently, as pre-COVID we would meet maybe two or 
three times a year, or until one of us noticed a check-in was needed. Through 
Zoom, we still strive to create a safe space for the Pastor to vent without 
judgement and breathe. 

 
Where is your group or ministry area stuck? Do you need help in discerning who to ask to 
join your group or to get more involved?  

❖ Emily Paull was a new addition this summer. We specifically wanted someone 
younger to balance out the age of the existing team. Emily also is a trained 
therapist and not wanting to overwhelm her talents, she gladly is sharing her 
expertise with us to ask the better question for the Pastor.  

 
What do you hope to accomplish in 2021? What do you anticipate will be different in 2021 
(because of COVID, or because of other factors)?  

❖ We hope to continue to be a resource for the church if there is an issue that needs 
to be addressed about the Pastor, and to provide the Pastor a safe space to put 
down the burdens of virtual church and pastoring.  

 
What are the ways that the church can support your team in achieving your goals?  

❖ Remember we are all in this together and sometimes Zoom calls don’t go well and 
technical glitches happen. We are all relying on each other to see who has been 
unable to be “in” church, and those with only phone access do need more assistance 
as is able virtually. When this is all over, and we are able to return to church, it will 
probably be time to discuss another sabbatical for the Pastor in 2022.  


